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Everything Old is New

T

he riding season winds down, with barely any riding and eating left!
Except, of course, for this month’s blowout Christmas Party. The least amount of riding
and the most amount of eating all year. What a way to end the season.

Our stellar riding season draws for a close for
a month or so (unless El Niño actually arrives),
one of the biggest reasons to live in the great
Southwest. While the rest of the country
buckles down for for nuclear winter, we cozy
up to the fire for a few weeks then climb back

the fall to introduce new models. They’ve
made some pretty amazing improvements
all across their product line. So we’ve got all
kinds of revamped motorcycles to put on your
Christmas list. If you’re a sport, dual sport,
casual or commuting rider, there’s a new or
improved bike just waiting for you. Because
you know you need one more motorcycle
than you have. You’re welcome.
David Wilson, editor

into the saddle. Of course, the events never
actually cease, there’s rides throughout the
winter. Attendance just gets a little more
sparse. We’re solid with the adage: “If you
feed them, they will come.”
More specific to this issue, BMW chooses
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By Ron Lieback https://ultimatemotorcycling.com/2018/11/06/2019-bmw-s-1000-rr-first-look-atmajor-updates-12-fast-facts/
BMW’s flagship sportbike, the S1000RR, was launched in 2009. That year, the Bavarian
motorcycle manufacturer built 1000 units to satisfy World Superbike homologation rules. The
following year the first-gen S1000RR went into full production, changing the supersport landscape
with its superior electronics and its nearly 200-horsepower engine. As it celebrates its 10th
birthday in 2019, BMW has totally revised the S1000RR, giving the now third-gen superbike
more horsepower, slicker electronics, updated suspension and new styling.
The engine was revamped, and now features BMW ShiftCam Technology (variable valve
timing) for more linear power across the low- to mid-rpm range, along with more power on top.
The stateside engine, which is nearly 9 pounds lighter than its predecessor, now produces 205
horsepower at 13,500 rpm, and 83 ft/lbs of torque @11,000 rpm. BMW reports that the engine
has at least 73 ft/lbs of torque from 5500 to 14,5000 rpm.
BMW has redesigned the main frame, which it calls the Flex Frame. The new design allows
the engine to take on more of a load-bearing function. BMW says the Flex Frame’s design
applies more force directly to the engine structure via the shortest possible paths, allowing for
better weight optimization and traction. Due to the layout of the new frame, BMW was able
to use a leaner fuel tank and optimize the seating area for improved ergonomics and knee grip
on the tank.
A standard feature on the 2019 RR is the HP Shift Assistant Pro, which provides for clutchless
upshifts and downshifts.

BMW has refined the suspension geometry for improved handling, traction and feedback.
Riders can also opt for the next generation of the electronic suspension, Dynamic Damping Control
(DDC). BMW Motorrad also offers a shim package to further tweak the electronic suspension
based on race-track conditions.
It has a new 6-axis sensor cluster (IMU), and is fitted with ABS Pro and Dynamic Traction
Control as standard equipment.
Arrives standard with four revised riding modes – Rain, Road, Dynamic and Race – with
the option of Pro Modes. The Pro Modes offers an additional three riding modes (Race
Pro 1-3) that are freely programmable, allowing you to have three customized setting for
track conditions. The settings that are customizable are Dynamic Traction Control DTC, ABS,
wheelie detection, throttle input and engine braking. Pro Modes also arrives with Launch
Control and Pit Lane Limiter.
Updated with a 6.5-inch TFT screen that provides readibility regardless of lighting conditions.
BMW says the aim was to offer the rider individually tailored screen displays for different uses.
The “Pure Ride” screen shows all the information required for regular road use while the three
“Core” screens are designed for use on the racetrack, with the rev counter displayed in analog
form (Core 1 and 2) or else as a bar chart (Core 3), for example.
For the first time ever, BMW Motorrad is offering what its car division has offered – an M
package. The S1000RR M package consists of:
Motorsport paint finish, M carbon fiber wheels, M light weight battery, M Chassis Kit with
rear ride height adjustment and swingarm pivot, M sport seat, and Pro Mode.
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or decades, the boxer engine in the R, RS and GS Adventure models has stood for
distinctive, powerful and dynamic riding. With the extensively advanced boxer engine,
the new R models achieve a whole new level of power and torque. It was also possible
to significantly optimise refinement and running smoothness, and the new engine
offers improved emission and fuel consumption levels as well as a satisfying sound. ShiftCam
Technology has been used for the first time in the production of BMW engines: enabling variation
of the valve timings and stroke on the intake side. In addition, the intake camshafts are designed
for more effective combustion. Other engine changes include the toothed chain camshaft drive,
an optimised oil supply, twin-jet injection valves and a new exhaust system.
Standard Automatic Stability Control ASC ensures a high level of riding safety due to the best
possible traction. The set-off assistant Hill Start Control is likewise a standard feature in all three
models, enabling convenient set-off on slopes. “Riding Modes Pro” is now available as an optional
equipment item, featuring the additional “Dynamic” and “Dynamic Pro” (configurable), Dynamic
Traction Control DTC, and in the R 1250 GS Adventure “Enduro” and “Enduro Pro” (configurable).
ABS Pro offers greater safety when braking, even in banking position. The new Dynamic Brake
Control DBC provides braking safety by avoiding unintentional accelerator activation.
The three new boxer models now Connectivity as standard, including a 6.5-inch full-colour
TFT screen. In conjunction with the standard Multi-Controller, the rider can access vehicle and
connectivity functions particularly swiftly and conveniently.
The R1250R and R1250RS can also be equipped with Classic or Sport Wheels as well as the
exclusive paintwork. An HP sports silencer is likewise available for all three new boxer models.

THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE R1250R, R1250RS AND R1250GS ADVENTURE:
• Increased output and torque: 100 kW (136 hp) at 7 750 rpm and 143 Nm at 6 250 rpm
(previously:92 kW (125 hp) / 125 Nm at 6 750 rpm and 125 Nm at 6 500 rpm.
• Capacity increased to 1 254 cc (previously: 1 170 cc).
• Knock sensor system for optimised travel suitability.
• Electronic suspension Dynamic ESA “Next Generation” with fully automatic load compensation.
• Standard adjustability of the seat height on the R 1250 GS Adventure (exception Style HP) as
well as a wide range of seat height variants ex works.
• New optional Sports Handlebars for R1250R for a more dynamic riding position.
• In addition to standard adjustability of seat height (exception: HP style for the R 1250 GS
Adventure), wide range of seat height variants ex works.
• LED headlamp for the R 1250 RS (completely new design) and
• R 1250 GS Adventure as standard; LED daytime riding light for all models as an ex works
optional equipment item.
• Intelligent Emergency Call as an ex works option.
• BMW Motorrad Spezial – customisation features as optional equipment items ex works.
• Extended range of optional equipment items and original BMW Motorrad Accessories.
THE NEW R 1250 R:
• New front spoiler and cockpit cover (R 1250 R and R 1250 RS).
• Newly designed upper trim (R 1250 RS).
• R 1250 GS Adventure with new body features.
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NOVEMBER
S

GENERAL CALENDAR INFO
As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message
Board. If you cannot visit the Message Board,
the ride contact person can notify you of
changes. Please note all rides are at the
individual’s own discretion and risk. These are
destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with others
at the various destinations of the ride. Be
sure you’re aware of the route and bring your
own maps/GPS to assist you. Exchanging cell
phone numbers with other ride participants
is recommended. If you decide to drop out
of the ride at some point during the ride,
notifying at least one other ride participant of
your intention to drop out will help alleviate
unnecessary confusion or concern for your
whereabouts. All information will be posted
to the Calendar page.

ON ANY SUNDAY
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 2

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8

THE CHRISTMAS PARTY!

Feeling Italian? It’s once again at Trombino’s,
The most belly-busting club event of the
year, bring your hunger! What a way to close

out the riding season. Tombino’s is at 5415
Academy Rd NE. Doors open at 11 am, the
buffet starts at 11:45. We’ll be done by 2:30.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

by Sandy Ballard, activities@loebmwr.org
We will converge for lunch at noon at Tiofilo’s
Restaurant in Los Lunas (www.teofilos.com).
The address is 144 Vallejos Ln, Los Lunas,
NM 87031. Check the Message Board for the
latest info.

PLAN FOR NEXT YEAR!
FRIDAY-SUNDAY, MAY 3-5, 2019

ICE CREAM RIDE

by Sandy Ballard
At the lovely Los Olmos Lodge in Glenwood.
We have reserved the outdoor pavilion at
the Los Olmos for our evening festivities
and Kerry is holding a block of cabins for
our use. Please make your reservations at
www.losolmoslodge.com or 575-539-2224
and be sure to mention that you are with the
Land of Enchantment BMW Riders club.
The ride to Glenwood is outstanding and

there are numerous other great rides in
the area, including the unbeatable Devil’s
Highway in Arizona.
Additional details about the event will be
forthcoming as the date approaches.
FRIDAY-SUNDAY, JUNE 7-9, 2019

CLOUDCROFT CAMP & RIDE

by Sandy Ballard
At the Lower Fir Group Campsite located
about a mile from Cloudcroft. At an elevation
of 8700 feet, it should be nice and cool so
come on out and beat the heat in the rest of
New Mexico.
As with all Camp & Rides, this is a self
supported trip which means you need to bring
your own camping gear, cooking equipment,
food and libations. Water and firewood are
available at the site, so don’t worry about that.
The club is picking up the tab for the campsite,
which has a large covered pavilion with
multiple picnic tables and will accommodate
up to 70 people. If you would rather stay in
a motel the Dusty Boots Motel in Cloudcroft
(http://dustybootsmotel.com/) is only about
a mile away and you are welcome to join us at
the campsite for social time.
Cloudcroft is about 200 miles / four
hours from Albuquerque via Claunch and
Alamogordo. There is paved road all the way
to the campground and even the parking
lot is paved. The gps coordinates of the
campground are 32.96803, -105.73395.
There are several excellent rides in the
area and we would imagine that folks will go
and ride some of them on Saturday June 8.
Hope to see you out there!
(Continued on page 5)
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NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check the
Message Board and the Calendar on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
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COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

(Continued from page 4)

NATIONAL EVENTS
FRIDAY-SUNDAY, JANUARY 18-20, 2019

NE FLORIDA WINTER RALLY,
CAMP BLANDING, FL

Start the rally season off right by attending our
36th Annual Winter Rally, “Florida’s Coolest
Rally”. Held south of Jacksonville, near Starke,
Florida. Friday night is our “dogs and brats”
dinner with all the trimmings and Saturday
is our semi-famous steak dinner. Camping,
door prizes, local rides, seminars and much
more. Enjoy camping along the shores of
beautiful Kingsley Lake,a roaring camp fire
(seen from outer space) in the campground
and camaraderie with like minded riders. All

riders are welcome. To make things that much
more exciting, we will be giving away a brand
new BMW 310GS to one lucky registered
attendee!
BMW Motorcycle Club Of Northeast
Florida. Registration is limited to the first 500
registrations. Contact: William Botkin, CoRally Chair at wfbotkin@comcast.net
Camp Blanding, Joint Training Center
5629 SR 16 West
Starke, Florida 32091
THURSDAY-SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14-18,
2019

AIRHEADS BEEMER DEATH
VALLEY RENDEZVOUS,
FURNACE CREEK, CA

Due to the popularity of Thursday arrivals, we

have decided to make it an official Rendezvous
day. The Death Valley Rendezvous will be four
nights of camping. Opening night we will have
a bratwurst and beer cookout. Donations
for Thursday’s food. Friday night through
Sunday morning we will have hot meals, but
no lunches as everyone is out riding. We will
also have the amenities you’ve come to know
and love, nightly bonfires, fresh fruits, snacks
and amazing beverages.
Registration before 1/31/19 is $80.
Afterwards registration is $100. Limited
parking, we are in the tent area so no motor
homes. Please make your check out to:
John Covington 1707 Victoria Dr Fullerton,
CA 92831 or Paypal to John Covington at
jwcov@yahoo.com

TEXAS NATIONAL PICNIC
JACKSONVILLE, TX

Join us at noon for the Texas National Picnic,
being held at Love’s Lookout Park, located on
the east side of US Hwy 69 approximately 4
miles north Jacksonville, TX. N32d 01’ 46.03
W95d 16’ 46.93 We will fire up the grills at
noon. There are restrooms, vending machines,
covered picnic tables, grills, plenty of parking,
and a great view. Bring your own food and
drink; we will provide charcoal for the grills.
Come join us for lunch and meet some folks
from East Texas!Love’s Lookout Park
East Texas BMW Plus Motorcycle Club
Contact: Rich Barnhart
detbmw@gmail.com
(936) 645-4549
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BMW F850GS ADVENTURE

For more than ten years, the GS models in
the BMW Motorrad F series have embodied
the premium range in the middle class travel
and adventure enduro segment.
The new F850GS Adventure now expands
the premium BMW range in this segment.
Based on the dynamic and offroad oriented
character of the F850GS, the new Adventure
ideally unites agility and touring capability
as well as increased offroad competence
and outstanding long-distance qualities. The
new F850GS Adventure offers travel enduro
riders, offroad oriented touring riders and
globetrotters the perfect companion in the
middle class for exploring the remote corners
of the planet by motorcycle.
The developers achieved a powerful and
emotionally appealing sound, and vibrations
are absorbed by the new engine’s two
counterbalance shafts. A self-amplifying,
anti-hopping clutch not only provides a
discernible reduction in the hand clutch
operating force but also enhances safety
on the road through the drop in engine drag
torque. Power transmission to the rear wheel
comes from the six-speed gearbox with
secondary drive that is now positioned on the
left-hand side.
Individual rider requirements are offered
with “Rain” and “Road” riding modes as
standard, while the combination of ABS and
the ASC automatic stability control ensure a
high level of safety. Thanks to the standard
dynamic brake light, traffic behind the rider
is made even more aware of the braking
motorcycle. The Adventure can be fitted
with optional equipment, such as “Pro” riding
modes and in turn the additional “Dynamic”,
“Enduro” and “Enduro Pro” riding modes as
well as the DTC dynamic traction control and
banking capable ABS Pro.

BMW C400GT

The bridge frame of the new F850GS
Adventure is made of deep-drawn, welded
components. It integrates the 2-cylinder inline engine as a co-supporting element and
offers benefits in terms of torsional rigidity
and robustness. The fuel tank holds 6.1 gallons
and permits a range of over 340 miles.
New, more masculine body design
emphasises globetrotter suitability. A larger
windshield, which can be adjusted in two
stages, as well as hand protectors provide
increased wind and weather protection.
Wide enduro footrests, adjustable shift and
foot brake levers as well as engine protection
bars and a stainless steel luggage rack round
off the Adventure’s standard equipment.
The new F850GS Adventure is being
launched with a range of equipment options
that is unique for the middle class. Whether
different seat heights, such as the seat
bench for two (corresponds to standard
F850GS seat bench), the case holder for
a the aluminium cases and trim panels,
the new full LED headlight as well as the
LED additional headlight, the Connectivity
equipment with 6.5 inch full colour TFT
display or the intelligent emergency eCall,
the list of fascinating features for maximising
riding enjoyment and enjoying the thrill of the
road is now virtually inexhaustible for middle
class touring enduro motorcycles.

BMW introduces the BMW C400GT, the
Gran Turismo variant of the mid-size scooter,
geared towards further comfort and enhanced
touring capability. Whether riding into the
city centre, travelling to the office or enjoying
a tour after work or at the weekend – the new
C400GT is the perfect partner on which to
enjoy free-time riding to the full: not just as
alone but with a passenger, too.
The C400GT is powered by the
efficiency-optimised single-cylinder engine
with an output of 34 hp as is also used in
the C400X. Power transmission is via a
CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission)
gearbox and a torsionally stiff drivetrain swing
arm with innovative swing arm bearing for
minimum vibration and therefore maximum
comfort. Automatic Stability Control ASC
ensures increased safety during acceleration,
especially on slippery surfaces.
The C400GT features a rugged tubular
space frame made of steel. Suspension and
damping are taken care of by a telescopic
fork at the front and two spring struts at the
rear. The set-up and spring travel have been
selected so as to ensure that sporty, dynamic
riding fun is combined with a very high level
of comfort. Supreme brake performance and
outstanding safety are provided by the twin
disc brake at the front in conjunction with a
single disc brake at the rear, along with ABS
as standard.
In addition to standard LED lighting, the
C400GT also offers a range of highlights
in the area of connectivity that are new to
the segment. A multifunctional instrument
cluster with 6.5-inch full-colour TFT screen
is available as an option, for example. In
conjunction with the further advanced BMW
Motorrad Multi-Controller offering integrated
operation, this means the rider can access
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vehicle and connectivity functions quickly
and without being distracted from what is
happening on the road. In addition to the
convenience of being able to use the phone
and listen to music during travel, there is also
the benefit of effortless navigation by means
of a practical system of arrows.
Viewed from the front, it is dominated
by the aerodynamically designed twin LED
headlight with the distinctive design of the
LED daytime running light. With enhanced
wind and weather protection due to a higher
windshield as well as a carefully conceived
storage concept comprising two glove
compartments and the flexcase under the seat,
the new mid-size scooter offers everything
that is needed to meet the demands of both
everyday practicality and touring suitability.
There is a choice of three paint finishes for
the new C400GT. Alpine White impressively
highlights the scooter’s distinctive styling. The
counterpart to this is Moonwalk Grey, which
bears out the contemporary and harmonious
character of a dynamic Gran Turismo.
This paint finish gives the new C400GT a
particularly modern touch, harmonising
with the contrast colours applied to create
a coherent overall appearance. The third
paint finish is Blackstorm metallic, which
highlights the distinctive, high-quality look of
the C400GT.
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INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries
PRESIDENT
Rod Getting
President@LOEBMWR.org
VICE PRESIDENT
Jon Helm
VicePresident@loebmwr.org
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
Membership@loebmwr.org
MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Bede Crawford
MembershipRecords@loebmwr.org
COMMUNICATIONS
RJ Mirabal
Communications@loebmwr.org
ACTIVITIES CZAR
Sandy Ballard
Activities@loebmwr.org

RALLY CHAIR
RJ Mirabal
rallychair@loebmwr.org
TREASURER
Jan S.
Treasurer@loebmwr.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35. For more information or
to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095

SECRETARY
Amy Ballard
Secretary@loebmwr.org

www.loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
Newsletter@loebmwr.org

or contact membership@loebmwr.org
BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
Webmaster@loebmwr.org
MEMBER AT LARGE
Daniel Schrodt
Member2@loebmwr.org
PAST PRESIDENT
David Hudson
Past President@loebmwr.org

SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

10% off BMW parts and labor!

Must present current LOEBMWR Club membership card at time of service.
Marc Beyer, Master Technician - Specializing in BMW Motorcycles,

Vintage, and Racing. Mercedes-Benz Expert.

505-428-0646
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GREETINGS CHALLENGE RIDERS!

TRAVELING BREAKFAST AT THE
RANGE CAFE

by Jan Sands
About 20 riders showed up. I didn’t get a
group picture and folks scattered afterwards,
but here is one photo.

NOVEMBER LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

by SandyBallard
Riders descended on the Alpine Alley in
Mountainair on Sunday for a lovely lunch in a

This photo brings a new prespective to Track
Day! Keith Ingram

cute little restaurant. It was a beautiful day to
be out: sunny, no wind, a bit chilly. Those with
the ability to circulate some electrons through
their heated gear were doing it! While there
was plenty of seating in the restaurant, I think
the onslaught was more than the kitchen
staff are used to and it took awhile to get us
all fed. That simply gave us more opportunity
to enjoy each other’s company!
After lunch, most folks headed back to
town but a few hardy souls followed Frank

Pierce on a bit of dirt riding in the foothills of
the Monzanos. The original plan of riding up
to Capilla Peak was abandoned due to the
high likelihood of mud and snow after the
storm last week, but we still managed to ride
around on some dirt roads in the vicinity of
Fouth of July Canyon. Many thanks to Frank
for leading this effort!
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by Sandy Ballard, full info at http://loebmwr.
org/forum/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5032
The 2018 Riding Challenge – Gold Roads of
New Mexico, is over! We ended up with seven
overall winners who completed all 36 Rides:
Jack Dannenberg
Art & Lynda Garcia
Bede Crawford
Sandy & Amy Ballard
Randy Jones
In addition, Dave & Annie Tynan completed
24 Rides, thereby qualifying for a coveted
Riding Challenge T-shirt.
Congratulations winners! You will be
recognized at the Christmas Party on
December 8.
Thanks for participating!
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